Art Gallery Information

The arts are integral to the theological and educational endeavour of the Centre for Theology and Ministry (CTM). A dedicated and well-equipped art gallery runs the length of the corridor on the ground floor of the building. Our purpose is to display visual artworks that support learning, stimulate reflection and discussion, and complement Centre for Theology and Ministry programs and events which draw people from across the Synod of Victoria and Tasmania. Solo and group exhibitions by artists may be arranged where work is available for sale, and a commission paid to the Centre for Theology and Ministry. If you are an artist interested to exhibit in the Centre for Theology and Ministry, please contact Christina Rowntree, Artfull Faith Co-ordinator for more information and to discuss your proposal.

Gallery Hanging System

The CTM has a professional gallery hanging system of suspended nylon or wires and hooks. Each artwork requires two wires. We’ve found that artworks hang best using triangular fixing points on each side of the frame. It is possible to double equivalent sized works from the same wires. The system will support artworks weighing up to 10 kgs. Larger, heavier works may be hung on the brick walls of the gallery which have fixed masonry hooks. Hoop pine panelling around the lift well has picture hooks.

Lighting

The gallery lighting system provides focusable lights (4 x 4 strips) and gives good coverage of the gallery section. The other walls, including hoop pine walls and brick sections are less well lit.

Gallery metreage

There are four main sections of wall starting from the reception end A - D:

Wall A 2600mm
Wall B 3800mm
Wall C 3300mm, 1100mm (concrete column between)
Wall D 1000mm, 2500mm (concrete column between)

An additional section of track on the west side of the corridor provides greater height
Wall E 2250mm

Hoop pine panelling round lift well – 3 hooks on main traffic side, 2 hooks behind

Long brick wall 5800mm with 2 fixed hooks 2220mm from floor

Small brick sections 4 hooks available

The CTM has a policy of no Blu Tack or similar products on painted walls. If you wish to apply labels or signage next to the artworks you may apply double sided tape to labels.

Please contact Christina Rowntree, Artfull Faith Co-Ordinator with enquiries for exhibitions. chris.rowntree@ctm.uca.edu.au or phone 03 9340 8813.